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Priva Office Direct is the user interface for the Priva process computer.

The interface has a well-organized appearance and is more user-friendly

thanks to the graphical interface screens. You will quickly understand how it 

works, see your actions directly on the screen and immediately benefit from 

more efficient operations management. Priva Office Direct: leading the way.

Your Priva process computer
and Priva Office Direct: the ideal
combination
Priva Office Direct allows you to get
the best from your process computer.
The extremely user-friendly interface gives
you access to all of the solutions that the
Priva Connext and Priva Intégro process
computers offer for optimising growth
and climate, making water and energy
management more efficient and increasing
profits. You can configure the program
entirely to your personal preferences and
business environment. Priva Office Direct
also provides more options for monitoring
and modifying processes. This allows alarm
screens to appear in prominent positions
when deviations are detected. In addition,
you can add personal notes on what
occurred and what solutions were used.
These are then displayed if you experience
a similar situation in the future. 

 
 
 
 
 

Graphical and intuitive ease-of-use 
Priva Office Direct has everything you
expect from a modern software package.
Clear icons ensure easy navigation to
desired modules such as climate or water.
Clear use of colour makes it immediately
clear which module you are in. Particular to
Priva Office Direct is the ease, for example,
with which you can set the greenhouse
temperature. Simply drag the points within
a graph to the desired temperature pattern.
The settings are then automatically adjusted
for all desired ventilation and heating
controls.

Schematic display of operations
Priva Office Direct allows you to display
a schematic of all operations within your
business. These process dashboards help
you gain insight, whereby the business
processes across the various departments
in the greenhouse may be improved.
The process dashboard is created by
Priva entirely in line with your personal pre-
ferences and supplied by your dealer
(on request). 

Modifying overviews to suit your
preferences
The newest version of Priva Office Direct 
allows you to specify the settings that
you want to see. By toggling the settings
that you deem important, you can easily
modify existing screens. The screens only
display the settings that are relevant to your
specific business situation. This provides
you with a transparent overview of settings
that can affect the climate in your green-
house. It also reduces the risk of settings
errors. 

Layout of information screens
Priva Office Direct 3.0 gives you the
opportunity to easily design information
screens yourself. You can specify the
overviews that you want to see, for example
a combination of heating and ventilation.

Priva Office Direct then places these
into one overview screen automatically.
This quickly provides you with a total
overview from where you can easily naviga-
te to underlying detailed settings. 

Option to receive alarms by SMS
or e-mail
For effective handling of alarms in complex
situations or large companies, Priva Office
Direct is equipped with a link to an external
alarm server. The alarm server is a separate
software application which sends an alarm
as an SMS, e-mail or voicemail message.
In addition, this service can be linked to a
duty rota so that only the on-duty employee
receives the alarm. If the employee does
not accept this message within a specified
period of time, the alarm is automatically
forwarded to the next person responsible
on the contact list. 

Access to the system via the
Internet
Priva Office Direct is easily accessible via
the internet. After inputting a password
you can access the system from anywhere
in the world.

Your graphical user-interface for your process computer operations

Priva Office Direct


